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Aang, the much-loved hero of Nickelodeonâ€™s hit animated series Avatar: The Last Airbender,

takes readers on an exciting and interactive journey through his thrilling world.Earth. Air. Fire.

Water. These are the four nations that lived in harmony until the Fire Nation attacked. For the next

hundred years, war raged across the globe. It was believed that all inhabitants from the Air Nation

had perished. Then, a girl and her brother discovered a twelve-year-old boy frozen in an iceberg.

His name: Aang. He is the Avatar, the master of all four elements. Together Aang and his friends

went on to save the world! Now a man, Aang looks back on these adventurous yearsâ€”from being

found in the ice to fighting epic battles to negotiating peace. This is Aangâ€™s story, his mementos,

and keepsakes. Avatar: The Last Airbender: Legacy is the collection that Aang passes down to his

son Tenzin, who will one day be a master Airbender, too. Readers will relish Aangâ€™s heroic tales

and the posters, clippings, cards, and maps he gathered along the way! About the Insight Legends

series Insight Legends is a collectible pop culture library featuring books that take an in-depth look

at iconic characters and other elements from the worlds of comics, movies, television, and video

games. Packed with amazing removable items that give the books an immersive, interactive feel,

the series delivers unparalleled insight into the best-loved heroes and villains in modern fiction and

the worlds they inhabit
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Michael Teitelbaum is the author of more than 150 books, including tie-in novelizations based on

movies and television shows as varied as Spider-Man, Superman, Avatar, Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles, Smallville, X-Men, Batman, Transformers, Garfield, and Kermit the Frog.

Since June, I have been waiting on pins and needles for this book. I was so excited, thinking that we

would finally get the chance to read about Aang and the Avatar team after the series - spanning

from the last episode and leading up to his death. Honestly, all I really wanted was to see images

from Aang and KataraÃ¢Â€Â™s wedding. Instead, I got another, but poor, rehashing of the Avatar

series.Ã¢Â€Â˜The LegacyÃ¢Â€Â™ was actually AangÃ¢Â€Â™s diary for Tenzin. Aang wanted

Tenzin to know his history, about the Airbenders and basically recalling the events leading up to the

defeat of the Fire Lord. Katara, Toph and Sokka had 2 pages to add their 2 cents. The book was

divided up by the four nations. Aang goes a little deeper into each nation and gives a few interesting

facts, like population, bending, seasons of the most births and philosophy. There are random

postcards, small posters, and a comic. There arenÃ¢Â€Â™t a lot of these and seem forced to make

it diary-like. It was an easy, quick read. The font might be a little small.The book is beautifully made.

The cover is gorgeous. The pages are good quality. The images are sharp and clean. But the book

is incredibly short, despite the price. And my main pet peeve was the artwork. I guessed I got used

to the high quality from the other books that I own. I donÃ¢Â€Â™t know if it was intentional, but the

art work was not good and there was a mix of old and new artwork. It was too much a clash that it

was distracting. I don't know if it was because they used a different publisher or what, but it

saddened me after seeing such an awesome cover.If you are like me, who collects all the comics

and artbooks, it didnÃ¢Â€Â™t really bring anything new. Considering the price, the length and the

content is definitely not worth it. I wouldÃ¢Â€Â™ve waited if I had known. This is an absolute miss

for me. However, if you are coming late into the series or just seen only Korra, this will be a good

way to get a quick recap of ATLA. Depending on what you already own, you might get a different

reaction than me. In the end, I was disappointed.

I was looking forward to this so much. I thought it would be fun and full of so many different things. I

read it in about an hour, or an hour and a half. That really kind of stinks since I ordered it on June

17th in anticipation that this would be the best thing since sliced bread. I was really looking forward

to a lot of stories that happened after the show ended. What Team Avatar did after. I understand the

premise that it's Aang telling Tenzin about things. But really, is that the only thing Team Avatar ever



did together? They could have built upon "what happened after" a little more. Oh well, maybe next

time.

Good read and I like to read about shows that i like to watch. so very insightful and well written.

Always excited when something new comes out from this show as my daughter (9 yrs old) and I

love this show and the LOK. The only sad part was we finished it so quickly because of our

excitement. Well worth it- beautiful illustrations in hard cover, with wonderful mementos and

touching letters from Aang's journey. If you're a fan of the show, and want to keep the magic going,

definitely get it. You won't be disappointed.

Was very excited to receive this book. Was a little disappointed to find a large scuff marks across

the front of the book. If you're a huge Avatar fan then you will like everything that comes in this

book.

I had been looking forward to this book for months, in the hopes that I would get atleast some new

hidden info, more about Team Avatar's lives outside of the show and great artwork. It glazes over

the whole series, gives details into each nation (some of which would be better off in a farmer's

almanac. Seriously, I preordered a book to learn which nation has more babies in winter?

Seriously?), and there are some new images, but a lot of clip art/cell grabs inclusions, including one

of season 1 Zuko...The writing is mostly line for line or minorly changed from the show. There is a

poster included, which has varying degrees of image quality, with some animals obviously just being

grabbed from the show and others being faux sumi inked. Pay an artist to finish out the loose ink

style, jeez. Some of the souvenir keepsakes were glued on the wrong side, so I couldn't read the

back of the postcards.Overall, I think a kid would enjoy it, but buyer beware. Good construction, well

printed.If you are an adult fan wanting to hear something cool and new now that we're in a post

ATLA and LOK world, avoid unless you just want to collect it for collecting sake. It's 99.9% stuff you

already know, with the .1% being drivel.Otherwise wait for everyone to ditch theirs for a couple of

bucks.

The idea of this book is very cool. I think it would really only be for the super fans. It doesn't add

much information at all. There is really only one part that I thought was fun and that was Sokka

telling his story to Tenzin. Otherwise, it is really Aang just explaining to Tenzin everything you learn



by watching the show.There are posters you can rip out. I was thinking if someone wanted to create

an Avatar room the posters would be a great decoration.I like the book, but it's not something I

would really read again.

You know the story but to revisit it as he writes to his son is so cool. I was a kid when I watched

Aang and his friends story and now to read it as an adult...It brought back warm memories I felt like I

was on that journey with them and you feel you are on that journey with Aang again as he writes to

Tenzin. I just wish they would do a movie with them as adults before Korra.
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